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Reliable Research Infrastructure
• As evidenced by the current COVID-19 pandemic, infrastructure needs to be in
place to provide rapid sharing of important datasets, scientific collaboration
across institutions and borders, access to high-performance computing clusters,
and ability to support collaborative efforts from multiple communities and
disciplines such as health, medicine, genomics, economics, and disaster
mitigation, without friction.

• Successful infrastructure providers forecast need and build facilities BEFORE they
are needed, however, a number of things prevent this from happening as quickly
as desired such as lack of funds, shifting technologies, shortage of experienced
staff, etc.
• Good feedback from the research community on needs and future projects is
essential to being able to set strategic priorities that allow infrastructure to keep
pace with demands.
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Pacific Wave offers…
• a long-standing shared infrastructure, organizational structure, and set of related
Pacific Wave projects and collaborations among the Corporation for Education
Network Initiatives in California (CENIC) and the Pacific Northwest Gigapop
(PNWGP),
• an ultra-high-performance open peering exchange serving both international and
domestic research and education (R&E) communities.
• established relationships with national and international testbeds such as the
GENI, Pacific Research Platform, Global Research Platform, etc.
• Established collaborations with other R&E Open Exchanges and Projects
• PIREN, GOREX, AP-REX, StarLight, AMPATH
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AP-REX
A pilot collaboration between Internet2
and Pacific Wave aims to support global
science research and scholarship
through coordinated infrastructure,
service integration, and collaborative
outreach.
The AP-REX collaboration pilot will
include an express 100 Gbps
interconnect of Pacific Wave, WIX, and
MANLAN on a dedicated optical path
from California to Virginia, with backup
paths via the Southern and Northern US,
creating robust high-capacity
interconnection between these five
exchange point locations
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Projects underway
• Some examples of projects using parts of the PacWave infrastructure are:
• AutoGOLE/NSI
• Using the NSI (Network Service Interface) framework, the AutoGOLE project delivers dynamic
network connection services across participating GLIF Open Lambda Exchanges (GOLEs).
• Pacific Research Platform
• The Pacific Research Platform (PRP) is a science-driven high-capacity data-centric “freeway
system” on a large regional scale funded by the United States’ National Science Foundation
(NSF) and led by the University of California San Diego and University of California Berkeley.
• The PRP represents a partnership among more than 25 institutions, including four
NSF/DOE/NASA supercomputer centers.
• https://pacificresearchplatform.org/
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AutoGOLE/NSI
• PacWave is ramping up AutoGOLE /NSI and SDN/SDX capabilities to support the
demands of research laboratories and distributed network-connected
instruments and human collaboration.
• Creating an easily accessible and configurable method for constructing point-topoint and multi-point virtual networks across many boundaries will greatly
enhance the ability of education and research institutions to serve the needs of
their researchers and scientists.
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Pacific Research Platform
• PRP, a data-centric project to first order, has evolved to serve four research needs
that are not well served (at reasonable cost) by commercial clouds and services:
• Measuring and monitoring the 100Gb/s networks and campus/lab
connections
• Providing very inexpensive yet fast and available storage for sharing files on a
temporary basis
• Providing inexpensive 10Gb/s-connected computers optimized for single
precision GPU machine learning and other tasks not needing double precision
GPU hardware (although we do also support expensive donated high-end
GPUs in Nautilus)
• Investigating and testing high-availability storage clusters for mission-critical
projects like HPWREN
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Measuring and Monitoring – Traceroute Visualization

Containerized traceroute tool shows realtime visualization of the status of PRP network
links on a national and global scale on 1-9-2020

FIONAs
• The endpoints of all these PRP sites are what are called Flash I/O Network Appliances (FIONAs),
which are rack-mounted PCs, designed by the PRP team, that are DMZ Data Transfer Nodes,
optimized for 10-100 Gbps data transfers and large data storage. Many are also capable of holding
up to eight 32-bit GPU add-in boards. The PRP website (pacificresearchplatform.org) has “build”
specs for all FIONAs.
• FIONAs are rack mounted 2U to 4U PCs with:
10/40 Gbps or 100 Gbps network interface cards
+NVMe SSDs and faster CPUs to achieve nearly 100 Gbps disk-to-disk
+Up to 1.5 TB RAM
+Up to 8 GPUs for machine learning
+Up to 16 12TB internal hard disk drives for data posting and sharing
+Up to 38 Intel CPU cores
+Xilinx U200/U280 FPGA development cards
High-availability cluster capability
Encrypted disk capability
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Nautilus
• PRP’s 165 10Gbps-100 Gbps connected FIONAs have been joined into
a “hyper-converged cluster” called Nautilus, which uses Google’s
open-source Kubernetes to orchestrate software containers across
the distributed system.
• Kubernetes is a now widely adopted way to manage containerized
software. In fact, more than two-thirds of the Fortune 500 companies
have adopted it, and it is available within all the major commercial
cloud providers. Kubernetes is constantly being enhanced by new
releases and support for open source packages to manage shared
storage, which the PRP technical staff and colleagues implement
eagerly.
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Researchers Worldwide Are Racing
to Discover Ways to Block the Action of the COVID-19 Virus

Protein Spikes

The SARS-CoV-2 protein spikes
latch onto human cells,
then undergo a structural change
that allows the viral membrane
to fuse with the cell membrane.
The viral genes can then
enter the host cell to be copied,
producing more viruses.

TEM Image Shows SARS-CoV-2,
the Spherical RNA Virus
that Causes COVID-19.
NIAID-RML
www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/novel-coronavirus-structure-reveals-targets-vaccines-treatments

Computational Dynamics Can Reveal New Features
of Virus Surface Protein Structure
That Support the Hunt for New Therapeutic Opportunities

Watching how the atoms
in a protein move relative
to one another
is important
because it may capture
“druggable binding sites”
that are not apparent
in static observational models
of the protein

The initial wave of projects focuses on
better understanding how SARS-CoV-2
interacts with the human ACE2 receptor,
required for viral entry into human host cells,
and how researchers might be able to
interfere with them through the design of new
therapeutic antibodies
or small molecules
that might disrupt their interaction.
https://foldingathome.org/2020/03/10/covid19-update/

https://foldingathome.org/2020/03/15/
coronavirus-what-were-doing-and-how-you-can-help-insimple-terms/

Experimental
Testbeds
PacWave collaborates with pathfinding
testbed and development efforts
exploring new network technologies and
architectures, in-network machine
learning, distributed computing, as well
as data movement and data placement.
The NSF-funded FABRIC network is one
such experimental testbed for research
into network protocols, cybersecurity,
and network-enabled science
applications.
A planned FABRIC node will be located
at UCSD.
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5 Takeaways
• PacWave has infrastructure built to support research and educations, in particular
large data flows.
• PacWave wants researchers, scientists, campus IT staff to know about this
infrastructure and assist them in using it.
• Examples of current projects using the infrastructure: AutoGOLE, Pacific Research
Platform
• Connections to future testbeds and future locations are possible.
• Feedback from the Huge Data community would be very helpful in determining
where best to deploy PacWave resources to support scientific endeavors.
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